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Abstract
Gamma-Ray Infrastructure For Fundamental Investigations of Nuclei, GRIFFIN, is a new high-efficiency
γ-ray spectrometer designed for use in decay spectroscopy experiments with low-energy radioactive ion
beams provided by TRIUMF’s Isotope Separator and Accelerator (ISAC-I) facility. GRIFFIN is composed
of sixteen Compton-suppressed large-volume clover-type high-purity germanium (HPGe) γ-ray detectors
combined with a suite of ancillary detection systems and coupled to a custom digital data acquisition
system. The infrastructure and detectors of the spectrometer as well as the performance characteristics and
the analysis techniques applied to the experimental data are described.
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array of eight LaBr3 (Ce) scintillators and a fast
β scintillator for fast-timing measurements. Two
possible configurations of the GRIFFIN array and
the ancillary detectors are shown in Figure 1. In
addition, GRIFFIN can couple to the DESCANT
array [21, 22] of neutron detectors for β-delayed
neutron emission studies with exotic neutron-rich
beams. This powerful combination of detectors to
be used with the radioactive-ion beams from ISAC
and in the future the Advanced Rare-IsotopE Laboratory (ARIEL) [11], supports a broad program of
research in the areas of nuclear structure, nuclear
astrophysics, and fundamental interactions.
The data acquisition (DAQ) system for GRIFFIN
takes advantage of custom-designed digital electronics [23]. Unique features of the DAQ system
enable half-life and branching ratio measurements
with levels of precision better than ±0.05%. The
system is also capable of effectively collecting signals from HPGe crystals at counting rates up to
50 kHz while maintaining good energy resolution,
detection efficiency and spectral quality [23].
This article provides a full description of the infrastructure and detectors of the GRIFFIN spectrometer as well as the performance characteristics
and includes a discussion of the analysis techniques
applied to the experimental data. Section 2 details
the infrastructure of the facility and Section 3 describes the detector hardware. Typical data analysis techniques are discussed in Section 4 together
with the performance achieved with the spectrometer. Finally, Section 5 presents a look towards future development plans, and a summary is given in
Section 6.

1. Introduction
Large arrays of detectors for γ-ray measurements
coupled with auxiliary particle detection systems
provide a powerful and versatile tool for studying
exotic nuclei through nuclear spectroscopy at radioactive ion beam facilities. Decay spectroscopy
experiments are performed at a number of radioactive beam facilities world-wide, such as with the
EURICA setup at RIKEN [1], the beta counting
station at NSCL [2], the X-Array and SATURN at
ANL [3], the ISOLDE decay station [4], the implantation and decay station at Lanzhou [5], the identification station at SPIRAL [6] and in the past the
RISING setup at GSI [7, 8] which is transitioning to
DESPEC at FAIR [9]. Gamma-Ray Infrastructure
For Fundamental Investigations of Nuclei, GRIFFIN [10], is a new experimental facility for radioactive decay studies at the TRIUMF-ISAC laboratory
[11] located in Vancouver, Canada.
GRIFFIN is used for decay spectroscopy research
with stopped low-energy radioactive ion beams.
High γ-ray detection efficiency provided by an array of sixteen Compton-suppressed high-purity germanium (HPGe) clover detectors [12] is combined
with a suite of ancillary detection systems. Many
of the ancillary detector systems, infrastructure and
techniques used with GRIFFIN were originally developed for use with the 8π spectrometer during
its 11 years of operation at ISAC [13–20]. These
include an array of plastic scintillators for β particle detection (SCEPTAR), a set of five in-vacuum
LN2 -cooled lithium-drifted silicon detectors for conversion electron measurements (PACES), and an
versity, Dean Street, Bangor, Gwynedd, LL57 1UT, UK
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2. Infrastructure
2.1. Beamline and Tape Box
The GRIFFIN spectrometer is used to study the
decay of stopped radioactive ion beams produced by
the ISOL (isotope separation on-line) method. The
beam is delivered at a typical energy of 20 to 40 keV.
The low energy beam transport (LEBT) beamlines
[24] use exclusively electrostatic bending and focusing elements. Pressures of <3×10−7 Torr are typical for the beamlines leading to GRIFFIN. The final beam focus at GRIFFIN is typically <3 mm in
diameter with a transverse, 2σ emittance of 10 µm.
Vacuum in the GRIFFIN chamber is provided
by an Agilent Varian Turbo-V 1000HT turbomolecular pump located 95 cm from the array cen2

Figure 1: Two possible configurations of the GRIFFIN spectrometer. The beam is delivered from the left. The Pb wall shielding
the tape box can be seen on the right. Upper panel showing PACES in the upstream (left) half of the chamber and the
fast β scintillator in the downstream (right) chamber. In the ‘High-efficiency’ mode, the HPGe detectors are at 11 cm and the
LaBr3 (Ce) detectors at 12.5 cm from the implantation point on the tape. Lower panel with SCEPTAR in the upstream and
downstream chambers. In the ‘Optimized peak-to-total’ mode, the HPGe and LaBr3 (Ce) detectors are retracted to 14.5 cm
and 13.5 cm, respectively, in order that they can be fully Compton and background suppressed with BGO shields. The 20 mm
Delrin absorber is also installed in the lower panel.
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tre on the upstream side, and an Oerlikon Leybold TurboVac 361 turbo-molecular pump located
160 cm downstream of the array centre in the tape
box. The turbo pumps are backed by an Agilent
Varian TriScroll vacuum pump.
The radioactive ion beam delivered to the spectrometer is implanted at the mutual centers of
the detector arrays onto the tape of the moving
tape collector (MTC). The tape itself is standard
12.7 mm wide computer tape constructed of Mylar with a thin layer of iron oxide on one side. In
experiments involving gaseous species, Mylar tape
aluminized on one side is used to prevent diffusion
after implantation. In this case, the beam is implanted into the 6.4 mg/cm2 aluminized layer of the
tape. A continuous ∼135 m loop of tape is loaded
into the system in the case of the standard Mylar
tape. Simple splices connected with Kapton adhesive tape join the loop during the loading process.
The aluminized tape is heavier so a shorter continuous loop (∼36 m) is used. Once loaded, the tape
is entirely inside the vacuum system.
The distance into the tape at which the delivered beam ions are implanted (projected range) is
shown in Figure 2. These projected ranges are calculated using SRIM-2013 [25] and the error bars
indicate the longitudinal straggling calculated with
the same program. Here the iron oxide layer is modeled as a mixture of 40% iron oxide (F e2 O3 ) and
60% polyurethane (C27 H36 N2 O10 ) by volume with
a density of 2.896 mg/cm2 . In the worst case of
Z > 70 ions delivered at 20 keV into the aluminized
Mylar tape, the projected range is 15±2 nm. Figure 3 shows the backscattering fraction calculated
using SRIM-2013 [25] and demonstrates that this
is only relevant for beams of the lightest elements.
However, even when a good ion-optics tune is established, beam ions can miss the tape as a result of
other processes. The primary process for this to occur is charge exchange with residual gas molecules
in the straight section of beamline upstream of the
last electrostatic element. This process neutralizes
the beam particles which then drift to the experimental chamber instead of being focused by the
final electrostatic elements. The fraction of beam
ions that are not implanted into the tape is pressure dependent but is less than 1% for pressures
<1×10−6 Torr.
The tape is pulled through a pathway of rollers by
rubber-surfaced pulleys moved by an Allen-Bradley
(Model Number: 193507) servomotor. The pulleys
are spring-mounted so that tension on the tape can
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Figure 2: Projected range of beam ions delivered to the
GRIFFIN spectrometer tape system at energies of 20 and
40 keV and implanted into the (a) thin iron oxide layer of
the standard Mylar tape and (b) aluminized Mylar tape calculated using SRIM-2013 [25]. The bands indicate the calculated longitudinal straggling of the projected range.
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0.03

Backscattering fraction

be kept to a minimum. A set of brushes provides
electrical grounding to the surface of the tape to
avoid the build up of static charge from the implanted ion beam. The continuous loop of tape is
allowed to cascade freely in the tape box region.
The servomotor is controlled by a custom built
controller box. Although the controller box can
be programmed with any control parameters, there
are usually three speed settings at which the tape
can be moved. A slow continuous movement of
13.2(1) cm/s is used only during setup for loading
a new tape into the system. The other modes of
operation are described in Section 3.1.
Two sets of sensors located at different positions along the tape path ensure that the tape has
not broken. A light-emitting diode and light sensor combination rely on the fact that the tape is
opaque. The tape passes between these devices,
blocking the light from the sensor, and a fault alert
is raised if the sensor detects light.
A wall of 5 cm thick lead bricks blocks the detectors from direct sight of the tape box. A 3.2 mm
thick copper sheet sits between the lead wall and
the detectors to attenuate the flux of Pb X rays
that is produced in the lead wall by incident photons and neutrons.
This tape system has proven to be an extremely
reliable design and has very rarely experienced an
issue during standard operation.
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2.2. Mechanical Support Structure
The GRIFFIN mechanical support structure,
shown in Figure 4, is composed of three subsystems: a superstructure, a substructure and a set
of detector carriages.
The superstructure supports the detector units
as two halves of the overall rhombicuboctahedral
geometry and itself consists of two inner “coronas”
that each hold four GRIFFIN detector units at 90 ◦
relative to the beamline, and four “lampshades”
that each hold two GRIFFIN detector units at either 45 or 135 ◦ relative to the ISAC-I beamline.
Four C-shaped “rims” provide the overall spherical
backbone of the superstructure. A set of “spokes”
mount the coronas and lampshades to the rims,
and “legs” position the superstructure at the correct beamline height of 1.676 m above the floor of
the experimental hall. The corona and lampshade
pieces were machined from a single piece of M1 aluminium. The rest of the superstructure and
detector carriages are machined from 6061-T6 aluminium.

0.005
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10

15

20

25

30

Beam Z

Figure 3: Backscattering fraction for incident beam ions delivered to the GRIFFIN spectrometer tape system at energies of 20 and 40 keV and implanted into the (a) thin iron
oxide layer of standard Mylar tape and (b) aluminized Mylar
tape calculated using SRIM-2013 [25].
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The substructure is a combination of steel Ibeams and rails that couple the superstructure to
the floor through a set of electrically-isolating floor
pads, and allows linear motion of the two hemispheres of the array for access to the vacuum chambers. Each hemisphere opens to a distance of 2 m
from the beamline. The rigid substructure is adjustable at each floor pad in order to achieve alignment and positioning with respect to the beamline.
Electrical isolation is implemented in several places.
Each detector unit is electrically isolated from its
support carriage. The substructure is electrically
isolated from the floor at the floor pads.
An individual detector carriage supports each detector component and is mounted on a set of guide
rods. This arrangement allows both precise detector alignment and radial motion capabilities for
each detector position. Cables and liquid nitrogen
supply lines are routed around the rims to each detector position by a set of supporting brackets and
straps.
2.3. Liquid Nitrogen Filling System
The HPGe detectors require a regular supply of
liquid nitrogen to maintain them at their ≈100 K
operational temperature. Detectors are filled from
a local Cryofab CLPB-240-PS2 240 litre phase
separator through a manifold employing 24 VDC
solenoid valves. The liquid nitrogen is supplied
from this manifold by short lengths of Tygothane
tubing wrapped with Armaflex thermal pipe insulation.
The autofill system that controls the manifolds
includes a PLC-based logic component that executes the fill processes as well as provides a
graphical-user interface for control and monitoring.
The custom-built PLC-based autofill control system was designed and assembled by the TRIUMF
controls group. Fill processes are executed at regular 8-hour intervals. During a fill process, following a pre-cooling of the manifold, the liquid inlet
valve to each enabled HPGe clover detector position or PACES dewar is opened and remains open
until a sensor in the exhaust outlet for that detector
reaches liquid nitrogen temperature. The success or
failure of a fill is reported by email and phone message following each fill cycle.
The local tank is used as a phase separator and is
maintained at 15 psig. The liquid level is monitored
by a Custom Biogenics liquid level controller, model
LLCHP-1B, which also allows the setting of lowand high-level limits. The liquid level in the dewar

Figure 4: Main components of the GRIFFIN mechanical support structure.
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is derived from a sensor that measures the difference
in hydrostatic pressure between the bottom and top
of the tank. When the measured liquid level drops
below the low limit, the monitor enters ‘fill’ mode,
and remains in that mode until the sensor reports
a value exceeding the upper limit. In fill mode,
the control box turns on a Type B 120 VAC outlet
that energizes two Redhat 8222 cyrogenic solenoid
valves, one each at the liquid-in and vent ports of
the phase separator. Liquid nitrogen is supplied
through a permanent, rigid, vacuum-jacketed line
that connects to the ISAC-I building LN2 supply
tank. The flexible vacuum jacketed hose has joints
every 21 m. Each segment of hose has a 15 psig pressure relief valve, so that boiling liquid that may be
trapped within the hose escapes rather than causes
the hose to rupture.

power modules, and the custom preamplifier supply modules for the GRIFFIN Compton and background suppression shields. Mesytec MHV-4 4channel NIM voltage supply modules are used to
provide low-voltage power to the preamplifiers of
the PACES and LaBr3 (Ce) detectors. These MHV4 modules are all located in a single NIM crate.
High voltage is supplied from modules housed in
CAEN high-voltage mainframes of the SY1527LC
and SY4527 type [28]. The A1832PE 12-channel,
6 kV/1 mA CAEN module with individual channel
shutdown is used to supply the high voltage to each
HPGe crystal. The bias shutdown signal (BSD) is
provided from the custom GRIFFIN preamplifier
power supply module and is derived from a BSD signal provided from the detector alarm card. The operating voltages of the HPGe crystals are between
3.5 and 4 kV with leakage currents less than 1 nA.
Sixteen A7030P 48-channel, 3 kV/1 mA CAEN
modules with a single Radiall 52-pin connector supply high voltage independently to each of the 40
PMTs in each of the sixteen sets of GRIFFIN
Compton and background suppression shields. The
high voltage for the PMTs of the ancillary detector suppression shields is supplied from four 12channel A1733P CAEN modules with SHV (safe
high voltage) connectors. Typical operating voltages for each of these PMTs are between 750 and
950 V with leakage currents of ∼500 µA.
Two 12-channel A1733N CAEN modules each
with up to 3 mA at 3 kV are used to provide the
negative high voltage to the SCEPTAR PMTs and
the PMT of the fast β scintillator. Typical voltages
supplied are between -1100 and -1300 V with leakage currents of ∼500 µA. The same type of module
is used to supply the -500 V bias to the five PACES
Si(Li) detectors.
The high voltages for the LaBr3 (Ce) detectors are
supplied by dual-channel iseg NHQ204M NIM modules [29] capable of supplying 3 mA at 4 kV. The
bias voltage is adjusted to produce an output signal amplitude of 662 mV for the 662 keV γ ray from
a 137 Cs source. The voltages supplied are approximately -1400 V with leakage currents of ∼400 µA.

2.4. Electronics Enclosure
A dedicated climate-controlled electronics enclosure houses the GRIFFIN data acquisition system
and associated infrastructure. The structure is constructed of Bosch 45×90 and 45×45 profile extrusions [26] with Plexiglass panels enclosing the space.
The inside space is 3.1 m by 2 m with an overall
height of 3.2 m. Sliding doors on the front and rear
sides allow access to the front and rear sides of the
electronics racks. Penetrations in the ceiling and on
one side allow for cable access.
The six electronics racks with a height of 2.64 m
are electrically isolated from the structure. Electrical power is provided to the electronics through a
single-point-ground Hammond Power solutions Inc.
75 kVA super isolation transformer. The racks are
securely mounted on a false floor formed of perforated tiles and raised by 30.5 cm from the concrete floor of the experimental hall to allow air
circulation. A dedicated Liebert Deluxe System
3 (Model number: DE138W-CAEI9517), 10-tonne
air-conditioning unit maintains a stable temperature and humidity level within the electronics enclosure.
2.5. Low- and High-Voltage Supplies

2.6. Cables
Two cable trays support the low-voltage, highvoltage and signal cables between the GRIFFIN
electronics enclosure and the spectrometer. The
upper cable tray is used for all the HPGe and suppression shield cabling which enter the electronics
shack through a penetration in the ceiling. The

The low-voltage power for the preamplifiers of
each HPGe clover is provided from a dedicated custom Nuclear Instrumentation Module (NIM) module located in a high-power NIM crate [27]. There
are three NIM crates in the GRIFFIN electronics enclosure to accommodate the 16 preamplifier
7

length of this cable run is 21 meters. The lower cable tray is used for all ancillary detector cabling and
has a shorter cable length of 19 meters as it enters
the electronic enclosure through the wall closest to
the spectrometer.
There is a separate cable bundle for each HPGe
position of the array. Each bundle consists of lowvoltage, high-voltage, and signal cables packaged in
an electrically grounded flexible sheath formed with
a knitted wire mesh of tin-plated-copper-clad steel.
For convenience, a panel of bulkhead connectors is
located on each HPGe carriage which connects the
long cables (21 m) with short cables (0.75 m) within
the carriage. Low voltage is supplied to each clover
detector by a dedicated low-voltage cable with CPC
power connectors at the supply module and bulkhead. The short low-voltage cable connects to the
detector with a 9-pin D-sub connector. This cable
also carries the bias shutdown signal from the clover
to the GRIFFIN preamplifier power supply module.
High voltage to the HPGe crystals is supplied by
dedicated RG59 cables with SHV connectors. Each
of the 40 PMTs in each of the GRIFFIN Compton
and background suppression shields receives high
voltage through a single 48-conductor cable with
Radiall 52-pin connectors on each end. This long
cable is broken out into 48 LEMO connectors at
the bulkhead which the short RG174 cables from
the detectors can plug into directly. The signals of
the HPGe and suppression shield are read out with
two 16-conductor RG174 cable bundles with CPC
connectors at the bulkhead. The long signal cables
are broken out at both ends into 16 short individual RG174 cables with SMA plugs for connection
to the clover or GRIF-16 digitizer module.
Each of the 20 PMTs of the SCEPTAR array of
plastic scintillators is provided with high voltage by
a separate RG59 cable with SHV connector. The
signal from each PMT is read out on a 0.5 m RG174
cable to a patch panel close to the spectrometer.
The signal is amplified and shaped by a custom
preamplifier and then connected to the GRIF-16
digitizer by a long RG58 cable.
Low voltage is supplied to the preamplifier of
each PACES detector by a multi-conductor cable
with 9-pin D-sub connectors. High voltage for the
silicon diode is provided to the detector through
the preamplifier and is supplied by a RG59 cable
with a SHV connector. The output signal of each
preamplifer is connected by a BNC connector to a
RG58 cable and a SMA connector to the GRIF-16
digitizer.

High voltage is supplied to the PMT of each
LaBr3 (Ce) detector and ancillary detector shield
BGO crystal by a RG59 cables with a SHV connector. Low voltage is supplied to the LaBr3 (Ce) PMT
base by a multi-conductor cable with 9-pin D-sub
connectors, and to a preamplifier box for each ancillary detector Compton and background suppression
shield in the same way. The signal used for fast timing is taken from the anode of the PMT connected
to the NIM electronics with a LMR-400 low-loss cable. This same type of low-loss cable is also used
for the signal from the fast β scintillator. The dynode signal is connected by a BNC connector to a
RG58 cable and a SMA connector to the GRIF-16
digitizer. The output signals from the ancillary detector Compton and background suppression shield
preamplifier boxes are connected by RG174 cables
with and SMA connectors to the GRIF-16 digitizer.
2.7. Computing
A series of rack-mounted computers for data collection and storage are located in the GRIFFIN
electronics enclosure. One computer serves as the
frontend machine and interface for MIDAS (Maximum Integration Data Acquisition System) [30].
There is a disk server with capacity for several hundred terabytes of storage. This space is sufficient for
the temporary storage of data collected in several
experimental runs and there is significant room for
future expansion. Typical experimental runs performed so far have been 2-10 days in length and
collected between 1 and 15 TB of data each. Following an experiment, the data are copied to other
locations for analysis and long-term storage.
3. Description of Detector Hardware and
Read-out
In this section the various detector systems of the
GRIFFIN facility are described in detail. The invacuum ancillary detector systems are constructed
as individual modular pieces of the vacuum chamber with common vacuum couplings. This approach
allows for simple and rapid reconfiguration of the
spectrometer to meet the requirements of the particular experimental study. The in-vacuum ancillary detector systems include an array of plastic scintillators for β particle detection (SCEPTAR, Section 3.4), a set of five in-vacuum LN2 cooled lithium-drifted silicon detectors for conversion electron measurements (PACES, Section 3.5),
8

electrostatic kicker located in the ISAC basement
level well away from the experimental hall. The
relative duration of each stage within the cycle
can vary between tens of milliseconds and tens of
minutes in different experiments, depending on the
half-lives and relative beam intensities of the isotopes involved, as well as the goal of the measurement. Control of this cycling mode is coordinated
by the GRIFFIN digital data acquisition system
[23] and can be easily modified by the user for cycle
optimization.

and a single fast-β scintillator. The fast β scintillator, also referred to as the zero-degree scintillator (ZDS) is used in conjunction with an array of
eight LaBr3 (Ce) scintillators for fast-timing measurements (Section 3.6). The DESCANT neutron
array (Section 3.8) can also be coupled with the
GRIFFIN array with the removal of four HPGe
clovers. The combinations of ancillary detector systems presently available with the GRIFFIN spectrometer are listed in Table 1.
Table 1: Combinations of ancillary detector systems that
can be operated with the GRIFFIN spectrometer.

HPGe
Clovers
16
16
15
15

Ancillary
positions
8 LaBr3 (Ce)
8 LaBr3 (Ce)
8 LaBr3 (Ce)
8 LaBr3 (Ce)

Upstream
chamber
SCEPTAR
SCEPTAR
PACES
PACES

With the DESCANT array:
12
4 LaBr3 (Ce) SCEPTAR
12
4 LaBr3 (Ce) SCEPTAR
11
4 LaBr3 (Ce)
PACES
11
4 LaBr3 (Ce)
PACES

3.2. Detector Coordinate System
The GRIFFIN beamline is installed in the ISACI experimental hall in a north-south orientation and
delivers the radioactive ion beam to GRIFFIN towards the south. The two hemispheres of the mechanical support structure open and close in the
east-west direction.
The beam implantation location on the tape of
the moving tape collector is at the origin of the
GRIFFIN coordinate system. Downstream refers
to a vector for which the component along the beam
direction is positive. For example, the tape box is
located downstream of the implantation position.
Upstream has a negative beam-direction component.
The GRIFFIN coordinate system is defined by
the polar vector ~r=(r,θ,φ):

Downstream
chamber
SCEPTAR
ZDS
SCEPTAR
ZDS

SCEPTAR
ZDS
SCEPTAR
ZDS

3.1. Experiment Cycling Mode
The radioactive beam from TRIUMF-ISAC-I is
implanted into the tape of the GRIFFIN moving
tape collector system at the central focus of the
detector arrays. During data collection, the tape
is operated either in a continuous tape moving
mode where the tape moves at a constant speed of
26.3(1) cm/s, or in a series of cycles that involve a
fast tape movement followed by a period where the
tape is stationary. The fast movements are either
a short move of 94 cm in 996 ms, or a long move of
165 cm in 1320 ms. Each of these tape movements
is dominated by ramping-up and ramping-down of
the tape-moving speed in a controlled manner so as
to minimize stress on the tape and the chance of
breakage. The short move brings the implantation
point to the centre of a thick steel beam pipe just
in front of the Pb wall (visible in Figure 1). The
long move brings the implantation point to about
10 cm behind the Pb wall.
A typical cycle involves a tape movement, background data collection, data collection while the
radioactive beam is being delivered, and finally a
period of data collection with the radioactive beam
blocked. Blocking of the beam is achieved by an

r is the distance from the origin to the front face
of the detector element,
θ=0◦ is along the beamline in the downstream
(south) direction,
θ=π/2=90◦ , φ=0 points horizontally east,
θ=π/2=90◦ , φ=π/2=90◦ points straight up,
θ=π/2=90◦ , φ=π=180◦ points horizontally west,
θ=π/2=90◦ , φ=3π/2=270◦ points straight down,
θ=π=180◦ points upstream (north).
Detector position numbering is a function of
physical location in the coordinate system and for a
detector or detector element represents the spatial
centre of the front face of the sensitive volume of the
element. The detector positions of a specific type,
such as the HPGe clover detectors, are numbered
sequentially by increasing φ angle within each ring
of increasing θ angle.
In the discussion of angular correlations of particles, the relative angular difference between two
different detectors in the spectrometer will be examined and is defined as Θ.
9

3.3. HPGe Clovers
GRIFFIN is composed of sixteen high-purity germanium (HPGe) clover detectors arranged into a
close-packed array. The detectors themselves are
described in detail in Reference [12]. Sixteen of the
eighteen square faces of a rhombicuboctahedron are
covered by HPGe at a source-to-detector distance of
11 cm. One of the remaining square faces is used for
the delivery of the low-energy radioactive ion beam
from TRIUMF-ISAC-I and the final square is used
for the in-vacuum moving tape collector system to
remove long-lived activity from the chamber at the
end of a measurement cycle. A photograph of the
west hemisphere of the GRIFFIN spectrometer is
shown in Figure 5. This detector arrangement is in
a similar geometry to the TIGRESS spectrometer
[31, 32] operating in the ISAC-II experimental hall
for studies with accelerated radioactive beams. Table 2 lists the coordinate of the centre of each HPGe
crystal in the GRIFFIN array with respect to the
beam axis.
The gap between the vacuum chamber with an
outer radius of 89 mm and the GRIFFIN HPGe detectors can optionally be filled by a spherical shell
of Delrin plastic with a thickness of 10 or 20 mm.
The purpose of this low-Z absorber is to stop energetic β particles from reaching the HPGe detectors
while minimizing the production of bremsstrahlung
background photons. The use of this absorber reduces the γ-ray detection efficiency at low energies
(see Section 4.1.4 and Figure 16), but the reduction in background is often of more benefit in the
study of nuclei populated in a β decay with a large
Q value.

Figure 5: The west hemisphere of the GRIFFIN array of
HPGe clover detectors. The 20 mm thick white Delrin absorber shell can be seen around the vacuum chamber and
the Pb wall shielding the tape box is on the left.

3.4. SCEPTAR
The principal ancillary detector system used in
the GRIFFIN facility is the Scintillating Electron
Positron Tagging ARray (SCEPTAR) consisting of
20 BC404 plastic scintillators located inside the
vacuum chamber [13]. These detectors subtend
roughly 80% of the solid angle and are used to detect β particles emitted in the decay of a parent
nucleus.
The twenty trapezoidal paddles are arranged in
four pentagonal rings concentric with the beam
axis. Table 3 lists the coordinates of the centre of
each SCEPTAR paddle with respect to the beam
axis. This geometry matches that of the 8π spectrometer [13] and originally there was a one-toone correspondence between scintillator and HPGe

Figure 6: The upstream hemisphere of the SCEPTAR array
of plastic scintillators for β tagging and the west hemisphere
of the Compton-suppressed GRIFFIN spectrometer.
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Table 3: Coordinates of the centre of each SCEPTAR paddle which are at a source-to-detector distance of 3 cm. The
coordinate system is defined in Section 3.2.

Table 2: Coordinates of the centre of each HPGe crystal in
the GRIFFIN array at source-to-detector distances of 11 and
14.5 cm. The coordinate system is defined in Section 3.2.
Array
Position

Crystal
Position

1

1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

11 cm
θ
φ
(deg)
(deg)
36.5
83.4
55.1
79.0
55.1
56.0
36.5
51.6
36.5
173.4
55.1
169.0
55.1
146.0
36.5
141.6
36.5
263.4
55.1
259.0
55.1
236.0
36.5
231.6
36.5
353.4
55.1
349.0
55.1
326.0
36.5
321.6
80.6
32.0
99.4
32.0
99.4
13.0
80.6
13.0
80.6
77.0
99.4
77.0
99.4
58.0
80.6
58.0
80.6
122.0
99.4
122.0
99.4
103.0
80.6
103.0
80.6
167.0
99.4
167.0
99.4
148.0
80.6
148.0
80.6
212.0
99.4
212.0
99.4
193.0
80.6
193.0
80.6
257.0
99.4
257.0
99.4
238.0
80.6
238.0
80.6
302.0
99.4
302.0
99.4
283.0
80.6
283.0
80.6
347.0
99.4
347.0
99.4
328.0
80.6
328.0
124.9
79.0
143.5
83.4
143.5
51.6
124.9
56.0
124.9
169.0
143.5
173.4
143.5
141.6
124.9
146.0
124.9
259.0
143.5
263.4
143.5
231.6
124.9
236.0
124.9
349.0
143.5
353.4
143.5
321.6
124.9
326.0

14.5 cm
θ
φ
(deg)
(deg)
37.9
80.1
53.2
77.2
53.2
57.8
37.9
54.9
37.9
170.1
53.2
167.2
53.2
147.8
37.9
144.9
37.9
260.1
53.2
257.2
53.2
237.8
37.9
234.9
37.9
350.1
53.2
347.2
53.2
327.8
37.9
324.9
82.3
30.3
97.7
30.3
97.7
14.7
82.3
14.7
82.3
75.3
97.7
75.3
97.7
59.7
82.3
59.7
82.3
120.3
97.7
120.3
97.7
104.7
82.3
104.7
82.3
165.3
97.7
165.3
97.7
149.7
82.3
149.7
82.3
210.3
97.7
210.3
97.7
194.7
82.3
194.7
82.3
255.3
97.7
255.3
97.7
239.7
82.3
239.7
82.3
300.3
97.7
300.3
97.7
284.7
82.3
284.7
82.3
345.3
97.7
345.3
97.7
329.7
82.3
329.7
126.8
77.2
142.1
80.1
142.1
54.9
126.8
57.8
126.8
167.2
142.1
170.1
142.1
144.9
126.8
147.8
126.8
257.2
142.1
260.1
142.1
234.9
126.8
237.8
126.8
347.2
142.1
350.1
142.1
324.9
126.8
327.8

SCEPTAR
Paddle
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

θ
(deg)
37.4
37.4
37.4
37.4
37.4
79.2
79.2
79.2
79.2
79.2

φ
(deg)
18.0
90.0
162.0
234.0
306.0
18.0
90.0
162.0
234.0
306.0

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

100.8
100.8
100.8
100.8
100.8
142.6
142.6
142.6
142.6
142.6

18.0
90.0
162.0
234.0
306.0
18.0
90.0
162.0
234.0
306.0

crystal for the purpose of a bremsstrahlung veto
with the associated HPGe crystal. The two upstream rings are shown in Figure 6. Light produced in the 1.5 mm thick, trapezoidal-shaped scintillator is collected by a 1.5 mm thick ultra-violet
transmitting (UVT) acrylic light guide that is contoured and glued to a 1 cm diameter UVT acrylic
light guide rod. The light guide rod is integrated
with the vacuum chamber as an optical vacuum
feedthrough. A ring of ten 14 mm diameter Hamamatsu H3165-10 photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) assemblies sit around the outside of the beam pipe,
coupled to the light-guide rods on the atmospheric
side of the optical feedthrough flange located 40 cm
from the centre of the array.
High voltage is provided separately to each PMT
from a CAEN A1733N module. The output signal from each PMT is amplified and shaped by a
custom preamplifier so the signal is of a suitable
form to be processed by the 14-bit, 100 Msamples/s
GRIF-16 digitizer [23]. In the future, the signal directly from the PMT could be processed using a
digitizer with a higher sampling rate.
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minum ring in contact with the outer radius of the
front surface and the diode is grounded through a
spring-mounted contact pin located at the centre of
the rear surface. The front biasing ring provides a
small amount of collimation to the detector so that
the region visible to incident electrons is 198 mm2 .
The detector is mounted in such a way that it is
tilted by 24 ◦ with respect to a direct observation
of the implantation point on the tape. As a result,
the solid angle is not defined by a circle, but by an
ellipse with axis diameters of 15.9 mm and 13.4 mm
corresponding to an area of 167 mm2 . The implantation point to centre-of-detector surface distance
is 31.5 mm, so the solid angle coverage is 1.48% of
4π for each detector and 7.4% of 4π in total.

Figure 7: The five Si(Li) detectors of the PACES array for
internal conversion electron spectroscopy viewed from downstream. Components of the first stage of the preamplifier for
each detector can be seen on the rear side of the cold finger.

Table 4: Coordinates of the centre of each crystal in the
PACES array which are at a source-to-detector distance of
3.15 cm. The coordinate system is defined in Section 3.2.

PACES
Detector
1
2
3
4
5

3.5. PACES
The Pentagonal Array of Conversion Electron Spectrometers (PACES) is a set of five
cryogenically-cooled lithium-drifted silicon [Si(Li)]
detectors located inside the vacuum chamber for
internal conversion electron spectroscopy. A photograph of the detectors is shown in Figure 7. The
field-effect transistor (FET) for each counter is also
located inside the vacuum chamber on the same
cold finger as the detectors. The remainder of the
preamplifier is mounted on the outside of the chamber on a vacuum feedthrough flange located 43 cm
from the array centre. It is a modified Canberra
2002C type with BNC and SHV connectors for signals and high voltage. Low-voltage preamplifier
power is provided on a 9-pin D-sub connector to
each module from a dedicated channel of a Mesytec
MHV-4 4-channel NIM voltage supply. The output
signals from the PACES preamplifiers are processed
by a GRIF-16 digitizer within the GRIFFIN DAQ
system [23].
Each cylindrical silicon diode is 200 mm2 and of
5 mm thickness. There is a thin coating of gold over
the entire crystal surface. Each crystal is mounted
in a custom mount integrated with the cold finger. The detectors are arranged at approximately
72-degree intervals around the beam axis on the upstream hemisphere. Table 4 lists the coordinates of
the centre of each Si(Li) crystal in the PACES array with respect to the beam axis. The bias voltage
of -500 V supplied from a CAEN A1733N module is
provided separately to each diode through an alu-

θ
(deg)
120.0
120.0
120.0
120.0
120.0

φ
(deg)
21.0
94.0
166.0
237.0
313.0

Cooling of the detectors and FETs is achieved
by a cold finger that is in direct contact with liquid nitrogen provided by a drip-feed dewar. The
HPGe detector of position 13 must be removed to
accommodate the PACES dewar. Cooling of the
PACES detectors from room temperature takes 8
hours to reach an equilibrium situation in which
the crystals are held at a temperature of ∼148 K.
The cryogenic pumping provided by the cold finger
reduces the pressure in the chamber by almost one
order of magnitude.
3.6. LaBr3 (Ce) and Fast β Scintillator
In addition to the 18 square faces for HPGe and
beam entry/tape removal, the rhombicuboctahedral geometry of GRIFFIN provides 8 triangular
faces which can be used for ancillary detectors.
The principal ancillary detector employed in these
positions is a set of cerium-doped lanthanum bromide (LaBr3 (Ce)) scintillators for fast-coincidencetiming measurements of γ rays. A photograph
showing one of these detectors mounted in the west
hemisphere of the array can be seen in Figure 8.
Table 5 lists the coordinates of the centre of each
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LaBr3 (Ce) crystal in the array with respect to the
beam axis.
The detectors are manufactured by St. Gobain Crystals (BrilLanCe(380), Model number: 51S-21/2) providing a single closed aluminum unit
containing the crystal and PMT (Model number:
R2083). The cylindrical crystal has a diameter
and length of 5.1 cm and has a Ce doping level
of ∼ 5%. A removable preamplifier base (Model
number: AS2612) is also used providing two output
signals as a BNC connector from the dynode and
anode. A SHV connector is used for high-voltage
supply to the PMT and a 9-pin D-sub connector for
low-voltage supply to the base. The anode output
signal is used for fast-timing purposes. The dynode
signal is used for an energy measurement. A custom
modification has been added to the dynode signal
by the addition of a second fast amplification stage
in order to stabilize the signal at high counting rates
before it is presented to the GRIF-16 digitizer [23].
A fast β scintillator, also referred to as the zerodegree scintillator (ZDS), can be mounted in the
vacuum chamber at 0◦ to the beam axis. This detector is a circular BC422Q plastic scintillator of
25 mm diameter and 1 mm thickness. It is coupled
directly to a Hamamatsu H6533 PMT located entirely in vacuum. The whole assembly is mounted
on a movable rod that allows the distance from the
source location to be adjusted without the need for
a vacuum cycle. The closest position is within a few
millimeters from the tape subtending a solid angle
of approximately 25% of 4π. The scintillator can
be retracted to a distance of around 5 cm downstream of the tape so that the count rate can be
lowered to an acceptable level without decreasing
the amount of delivered beam activity. The motion, high-voltage and signal feedthroughs are located in a small box, the centre of which is located
75 cm downstream of the array centre. The signal
from the PMT is split using a Texas Instruments
8 GHz Ultra Wideband Fully Differential Amplifier
(Model number: LMH5401EVM) to provide separate signals for timing and energy evaluation without a reduction of signal quality.
A set of NIM-based electronics is used for fast
timing within the GRIFFIN setup. The anode signal from each LaBr3 (Ce) detector as well as the
signal from the fast β scintillator are used as input to an Ortec 935 Constant Fraction Discriminator (CFD). The output logic signal of the CFD is
used in a series of Lecroy 429A fan-in/fan-out logic
modules to derive coincident timing logic between

Figure 8: A LaBr3 (Ce) detector in one of the ancillary detector positions of the west hemisphere of GRIFFIN.

specific pairs of detectors. These logic modules ultimately provide the start and stop input signals to
an Ortec 566 Time-to-Amplitude Converter (TAC)
module. Eight such modules are used for the timing
between the various pairs of the eight LaBr3 (Ce) detectors and the single fast β scintillator. The TAC
outputs can be up to 10 V in amplitude and are thus
attenuated in a special rear-transition card before
being digitized in a GRIF-16 digitizer [23].
The dynode signal from each LaBr3 (Ce) detector as well as the signal from the fast β scintillator
is input directly to a GRIF-16 digitizer for energy
evaluation. Although there is a roughly 1.5 µs latency between the digitized LaBr3 (Ce) energy and
TAC signals they can be easily correlated in the
off-line data analysis using timestamp differences.
The signals from an Ortec 462 Time Calibrator
module operated at a low rate are also simultaneously input directly to the start and stop of each of
the TAC modules. These signals are easily distinguished in the data analysis from the real detector
coincidence signals due to a lack of correlation with
energy events. These time calibrator signals can be
used to monitor and correct for any system timing
drifts due to effects such as temperature fluctuations.
3.7. Compton and Background Suppression Shields
The overall sensitivity of the spectrometer can
be greatly improved by surrounding the HPGe detectors with suppression shields fabricated from a
high-efficiency scintillator to detect γ rays either
escaping from, or entering through, the sides and
backs of the HPGe crystals. Signals from these
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ficiency” and an “optimal peak-to-total” configuration for different experiments, and the desire to
be able to switch between these configurations in
a matter of hours as dictated by the particular experimental conditions. In the maximum efficiency
configuration, the BGO front shields are withdrawn
and the 16 HPGe clover detectors are close-packed
around the target location with their front faces
110 mm from the centre of the array (upper panel
of Figure 1). In the optimal peak-to-total configuration, the HPGe detectors are withdrawn to
145 mm and the BGO front shield plates are inserted to 110 mm to form a complete suppression
shield around each HPGe detector (lower panel of
Figure 1).
Suppression shields can be installed around each
of the LaBr3 (Ce) detectors mounted in the ancillary detector positions of the array. These shields
have a cylindrical geometry with a 20 mm thick,
110 mm long annulus of BGO formed by 3 optically
isolated crystals surrounding a central cylindrical
bore of 65 mm diameter to accommodate the GRIFFIN LaBr3 (Ce) detector. Each crystal is read out
by two 19 mm PMTs for a total of six per ancillary
detector suppression shield unit. The front of the
ancillary detector suppression shield is tapered at
12.8 ◦ in order to close-pack with the HPGe suppression shields within the triangular faces of the
rhombicuboctahedral geometry.
A high-density tungsten alloy collimator of
10 mm thickness is mounted to the front face of
both the LaBr3 (Ce) and HPGe suppression shields
to reduce the incident flux of photons originating directly from the beam-implantation location which
would otherwise cause false-coincidence events in
the BGO crystals.
The performance of the GRIFFIN Compton and
background suppression shields will be described in
a subsequent publication.

Table 5: Coordinates of the centre of each LaBr3 (Ce) crystal
in the GRIFFIN array which are at a source-to-detector distance of 12.5 cm. When installed with a dedicated Compton
and background suppression shield, the source-to-detector
distance of the LaBr3 (Ce) is 13.5 cm. The coordinate system is defined in Section 3.2.

Array
Position
1
2
3
4

θ
(deg)
54.7
54.7
54.7
54.7

φ
(deg)
22.5
112.5
202.5
292.5

5
6
7
8

125.3
125.3
125.3
125.3

22.5
112.5
202.5
292.5

suppression shields can then be used to veto the unwanted signals that Compton-scattered events and
environmental backgrounds produce in the HPGe
detectors. GRIFFIN was thus designed from the
outset to include a set of Compton and background
suppression shields that are currently being incorporated into the spectrometer.
The suppression shields for the GRIFFIN HPGe
γ-ray detectors are formed from three components;
a side shield, a back catcher, and a front shield,
each fabricated from the high-density scintillator
bismuth germanate (BGO). The geometry follows
the design of the TIGRESS suppression shields [33].
The side shields continue the 22.5-degree taper of
the front of the GRIFFIN HPGe clover detector until a BGO thickness of 20 mm is reached. Each of
the four sides of the shield contain two opticallyisolated BGO crystals to allow crystal-specific suppression of the HPGe detector. Each of these BGO
crystals is read out by two 19 mm PMTs for a total
of 16 PMTs per side shield. The back catcher consists of four crystals of 37 mm thick BGO (one behind each HPGe crystal), each of which is read out
by two low-profile 25 mm PMTs. The front shields
are constructed of four separate tapered trapezoidal
BGO plates of 10 mm thickness, each consisting
of two optically isolated crystals read out by two
13 mm PMTs. The four front shield plates will
be separately mounted to the GRIFFIN mechanical support structure on rods that will enable their
insertion and withdrawal at 22.5 ◦ relative to the
axis of the corresponding HPGe detector.
This design was chosen in order to operate the
GRIFFIN spectrometer in both a “maximum ef-

3.8. DESCANT
The deuterated scintillator array for neutron tagging (DESCANT) [21, 22] is designed to be coupled with both the TIGRESS [32], and GRIFFIN
spectrometers. With GRIFFIN, it will be used for
neutron tagging in studies of nuclei that undergo
β-delayed neutron emission. The 70 detector units
each contain ∼2 litres of deuterated benzene liquid
scintillator, BC537, and were fabricated by the Bicron division of St. Gobain. The deuterated scintillator offers the opportunity to use pulse-shape
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etry around the source form a powerful arrangement which is ideally suited to measure all of these
observable properties and elucidate features of the
underlying nuclear structure.
4.1.1. Cross-talk Correction
When a γ ray deposits energy in one crystal of
a GRIFFIN clover, there is an observable modification of the apparent energy collected when a coincident, or scattered, γ ray interacts in the other
crystals of that clover. This so-called cross-talk is
dependent on the energy deposited in the neighboring crystals of a clover. It is clear from Figure 10(a)
that one must correct for the effects of cross-talk for
an accurate determination of a peak area and centroid. This statement is especially true when using
clover addback algorithms (Section 4.1.2) for the recovery of Compton-scattered γ rays because these
events are guaranteed to concurrently deposit energy into two crystals and be affected by cross-talk.

Figure 9: A photograph of the DESCANT array of neutron
detectors coupled to the GRIFFIN spectrometer. The tape
box can be seen in the foreground.

a)
Counts/0.5 keV

discrimination (PSD) to distinguish between neutron and γ-ray interactions, as well as provides a
relationship between incident neutron energy and
signal pulse-height [34]. As can be seen in Figure 9,
the DESCANT array replaces the four downstream
HPGe clover detectors, and covers a solid angle of
1.08 πsr with a maximum angle of 65.5 ◦ with respect to the beam axis. The source-to-detector distance is 50 cm and the individual detector cans are
15 cm thick. The output signal from each PMT
is processed directly using a fast-sampling digitizer
integrated with the GRIFFIN DAQ system. A detailed description of DESCANT can be found in
References [21, 22, 34].
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4.1. HPGe Clovers
When γ rays are emitted from excited nuclear
states, they possess several observable properties
which can be used to reveal details of the nucleus.
These observables are the energy, intensity, coincidence relations, spatial direction and the degree
of polarization of the radiation. The 64 crystals of
the 16 HPGe clover detectors of the GRIFFIN spectrometer arranged in a rhombicuboctahedral geom-

1150

1200

1250

1300

1350

Energy (keV)
Figure 10: (Blue) Singles and (Red) Addback γ-ray energy
spectra of a 60 Co source collected with the GRIFFIN HPGe
clover detectors. The energy resolution in addback is reduced
due to cross-talk in the upper panel, (a). In the lower panel
(b) the cross-talk correction is applied to recover the energy
resolution. See text for details.
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In order to account for cross-talk in the GRIFFIN
setup, the following assumptions are made:

1200

Energy (keV)

1. The magnitude of the cross-talk effect is linearly proportional to the energy deposited in a
neighboring crystal.
2. The magnitude of the cross-talk effect is independent of the energy deposited in the crystal
itself.
3. The magnitude of the cross-talk effect in events
involving three crystals is the direct sum of the
cross-talk effect from each of the two crystals
on the third.

= E1 + α12 E2

E20

= E2 + α21 E1 ,

1 − α21
1 − α12 α21
− E10
1 − α12
1 − α12

600
400

200

400

600

800

1000

1200
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Figure 11: The fit to the Compton scattering of a 1332 keV
γ ray used to determine the cross-talk coefficients for each
crystal combination.

the need to determine the coefficients between every
crystal pair combination within a clover.
Applying this cross-talk correction to each clover
restores the excellent energy resolution of the HPGe
detectors as shown in Figure 10(b). Note that
even after the cross-talk correction, the energy
resolution for add-back events will always remain
slightly worse than for single-crystal photo-peak
events because the addback events include contributions from more than one crystal.

(1)

where Ei represents the true energy deposited in the
ith crystal, Ei0 is the resulting cross-talk affected
energy, and αij is the coefficient that determines
how much the energy deposited in crystal j changes
the observed energy in crystal i. Note that α is
assumed to be constant across the energy range.
The α parameters in the above equations have
been determined by taking advantage of Comptonscattered γ rays that are completely detected within
one clover. Such events create the characteristic
“scatter” peaks in a γ-γ energy coincidence matrix
where the two energies, E1 and E2 , sum to the full
photo-peak energy, E = E1 + E2 . This relationship
can be used to define the following fit function:
E20 = E
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Based on these assumptions, for energy depositions in two crystals of a clover, one expects the
following:
E10

1000

4.1.2. Addback Methods
The clover configuration of the GRIFFIN detector crystals allows for the application of various
addback algorithms where the energies detected in
multiple crystals are summed together. This process typically increases the photo-peak efficiency
of the GRIFFIN spectrometer, while reducing the
Compton scattered γ-ray background (Figure 12).
The addback method presented here is the procedure by which the energy detected within a temporal coincidence window in each of the four crystals
of a clover are added together. The relative amount
that the efficiency is increased at a specific energy
is defined as the “addback factor”. The addback
factor as a function of energy for 16 clovers at a
source-to-detector distance of 11 cm is shown for
clover addback in Figure 13 along with the expectation from a GEANT4 simulation.

(2)

The α coefficients for each crystal pairing can be
determined by fitting the line generated by Compton scattering. As an example, the fit for Comptonscattering of the 1332 keV γ ray from a 60 Co source
for the 1 and 2 crystals in a particular HPGe Clover
detector is shown in Figure 11. Here the coefficients
are found to be α12 = 0.0024 and α21 = −0.0092.
This spectrum includes all pairs of coincident γ
rays that sum to 1332 ± 15 keV. The width of this
coincident-energy-sum window has little effect on
the values of the extracted coefficients. It is important to note that the cross-talk between different pairs of crystals can not only differ in magnitude, but also in sign. This observation emphasizes

4.1.3. Summing Corrections
The impressive γ-ray photo-peak efficiency of the
GRIFFIN spectrometer is in part due to the large
volume of the HPGe crystals, which also have large
16

action by Compton scattering or pair production. The full energy of the first γ ray and the
partial energy of the second γ ray are summed
together. This scenario lowers the number of
counts observed for the first γ ray that would
have otherwise been detected at the full photopeak energy.
2. Both γ rays are completely absorbed in the
crystal. This process creates a sum peak at
an energy equal to the sum of the two individual γ rays and lowers the number of counts
observed for the first and second γ rays that
would have otherwise been detected as their
full photo-peak energies. In addition, this adds
counts at the summed energy which could be
the full photo-peak energy of an alternative decay branch from the upper energy level.
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Figure 12: (Blue) Single crystal and, (Red) clover addback
γ-ray energy spectra of a 60 Co source collected with the
GRIFFIN spectrometer with the unsuppressed HPGe detectors at a source-to-detector distance of 11 cm. The peak-tototal ratio of the spectrum is improved due to the recovery of
crystal-to-crystal Compton scattering into full energy photopeaks.
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Coincidence summing will not only affect the intensities measured in experiments but must also
be taken into account when determining the absolute and relative efficiency of the detectors from
the intensities of full photo-peaks observed from
calibration sources. For example, Figure 14 shows
the clover addback absolute efficiency data when
summing effects have not been taken into account.
When summing is not accounted for, there can be
a large effect on the efficiency at each measured
energy (from 1-10% depending on the γ-ray multiplicity). The data points also display a large scatter around the fitted curve. As the probability of
a γ-ray summing out of a photo-peak tends to be
larger than the probability of summing in, there is
effectively an overall drop in the absolute efficiency
determined when summing effects are neglected.
We have developed an empirical method to correct for summing effects by taking advantage of the
symmetry in the angular correlation about 90 ◦ of
γ rays emitted in the de-excitation of a nucleus.
This symmetry means that the number of individual coincident gamma rays observed in a 180 ◦ crystal pair is equal to the number which is summed in
a single crystal (i.e. an angular difference of 0 ◦
between the two emitted gamma rays). The correction method involves constructing coincidence spectra between crystal pairs separated by 180 ◦ . The
summing out from the photo-peak of the γ ray of interest should be equal, within counting statistics, to
the total number of events in the 180◦ coincidence
spectrum when gated on the γ ray of interest. As
all the HPGe crystals in GRIFFIN have a similar
response, this coincidence spectrum will also accu-
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Figure 13: The addback factor for 16 GRIFFIN clover detectors at a source-to-detector distance of 11 cm. The data presented were determined using 133 Ba, 56 Co, 60 Co, and 152 Eu
calibration sources. The line shows the simulated addback
factor from GEANT4.

γ-ray interaction cross-sections. When multiple γ
rays are emitted in the same decay event, there is
a non-zero probability that more than one γ ray
will interact with the same crystal. This is the
process of coincidence summing and must be taken
into account for an accurate determination of γ-ray
intensities. When the full energy of one γ ray is
deposited in a HPGe crystal, and a second γ ray
interacts in the same crystal, there are two possible
results:
1. The full energy of the second γ ray is not completely deposited in the crystal due to an inter17
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Table 7: Example of the contribution of summing into a
photo-peak for the 366.5 keV γ ray in 152 Eu with the HPGe
at a source-to-detector distance of 11 cm surrounding the
SCEPTAR chambers. Clover addback is applied to the data.
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Efficiency at 121.8 keV
Conversion coefficient α121
Expected summing
Using 180◦ coincidence
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Figure 14: The addback photo-peak efficiency for the full 16
clovers in the GRIFFIN array without summing corrections applied. As can be seen, there is a very large amount
of scatter in efficiencies without summing corrections. There
is also an overall loss of efficiency due to the large probability of summing-out of each photopeak. Color online: (Red)
133 Ba, (Blue)152 Eu, (Green) 60 Co, (Black)56 Co.

photo-peaks. This observation can be explained by
the roughly 4 times larger interaction cross-section
when using all 4 crystals in a clover compared to a
single crystal.
As shown in Table 7, this empirical method performs well in determining the level of summing
from experimental data. The 366.5 keV photo-peak
can be created with the sum of the 121.8 keV and
244.7 keV γ rays. The expected summing in Table 7
1
122
was calculated with the formula A245 16
1+α122
where α122 is the total internal conversion coefficient of the 121.8 keV transition. It is important
to note that this empirical method does not require
extensive knowledge of the level scheme used to estimate the summing corrections. Using the efficiency
method based on the known level scheme, if there
were no knowledge of the conversion coefficient of
the 121.8 keV transition, the amount of summing
would have been calculated to be 17% of the total
366.5 keV photo-peak intensity. This value is a very
large overestimation and emphasizes the advantage
of the empirical 180◦ coincidence-based method for
summing corrections.

Table 6: Examples of the contribution of summing out of a
photo-peak for γ rays from a 152 Eu source with the HPGe
detectors at a source-to-detector distance of 11 cm using the
SCEPTAR chamber. Clover addback is applied to the data.

Energy
(keV)
121.8
344.3
1408.0

Area
×106
5.35(12)
4.03(6)
1.844(10)

Total 180◦
counts ×104
31(3)
12.9(11)
6.55(19)

1.3032(54)×106
0.270(3)
1.155
10201(121)
9904(164)
7.6(7)%

Sum out
%
5.48(12)
3.124(5)
3.438(19)

rately account for all events in which the second γ
ray does not deposit its full energy.
The level of summing into a photo-peak can be
determined by examining the number of counts in
each of the photo-peaks for the two individual γ
rays involved in the sum in the 180◦ coincidence
spectra constructed by gating on each of the individual γ rays. The area measured in this case would
be statistically equal to the number of events in
which the two γ rays deposited their full energy in
the same detector. This method has the advantage
that it can also be used to determine the summing
contributions from the characteristic X rays that
are emitted following electron capture and β decay.
This process is especially advantageous as the summing of X rays is in general difficult to correctly
reproduce in simulation. Examples of the summing
corrections are shown in Tables 6 and 7.
In general, when using clover addback, there is
a roughly 4 times higher probability to sum out
of the photo-peak compared to the single-crystal

4.1.4. Absolute Efficiency
The efficiencies of the GRIFFIN HPGe crystals
are measured using standard radioactive sources
placed in a source holder at the implantation position located in the center of the array. Typically, a relative efficiency curve is constructed using 133 Ba, 152 Eu and 56 Co sources, which cover
the γ-ray energy range from 0.05 to 3.5 MeV. Following summing corrections described in Section
4.1.3, the efficiency data are then fit with either a
piece-wise quadratic function in ln() vs ln(Eγ ) [35]
or, for experiments also interested in high-energy (
>∼3 MeV) γ rays, the 8th order polynomial func18

tion [36]:

ln() =

8
X

ai [ln(Eγ )]i ,

where ak are coefficients dependent on the nuclear
spins, multipolarities and the mixing ratios involved
in the cascade [37], Pk (cos Θ) are the Legendre
polynomials with Θ being the angle between the
emitted γ rays, and kmax determined from the minimum value of either the spin of the intermediate
state or the γ-ray multipolarities of each transition
involved in the cascade.
In the GRIFFIN geometry, there are 64 crystals
making 4096 crystal pairs, including summing crystals with themselves at 0◦ , i.e., sum peaks. These
pairs form 52 unique angular differences each with a
corresponding weight or number of occurrences, as
shown in Table 8. The angular differences range
from zero degrees (two γ-ray interactions in the
same crystal) to 180◦ . The large number and wide
range of angular differences provides an excellent
sensitivity to γ − γ angular correlations with the
GRIFFIN spectrometer.
Detailed γ − γ angular correlation analysis methods have been established for the GRIFFIN spectrometer and are described in Reference [38]. This
technique includes a treatment of the data using an
event-mixing approach to account for variations in
individual crystal efficiencies. An example of one
method used for assigning nuclear spins involves
making a direct comparison between the experimental data and a series of GEANT4 simulations.
By using the exact GRIFFIN geometry in the simulation, the effects of finite solid angle due to the
large size of the crystals are properly taken into account. This approach allows for a direct comparison
between the simulated and experimental data sets.
As an example of a γ −γ angular correlation measurement with GRIFFIN, Figure 17 presents data
from the decay of a 66 Ga radioactive ion beam implanted into the tape at the centre of the GRIFFIN spectrometer. Shown in Figure 17 is the
γ − γ angular correlation of the 1333.1-1039.2 keV,
Jiπ → Jxπ → Jfπ = 0+ → 2+ → 0+ cascade. As
these are pure E2 transitions, there is no uncertainty introduced from potential multipole admixtures. The experimental data points are compared
to the dashed red line representing the theoretical
angular correlation, and the result of the GEANT4
simulation shown as the solid magenta line. A clear
attenuation of the angular correlation is observed in
comparison with the theoretical values, but is correctly accounted for in the simulation. The reduced
χ2 for the comparison of the simulation and experimental data is 1.01. To assign spins and determine
mixing ratios, a χ2 analysis is performed for various

(3)

i=0

where ai are the fitted parameters and Eγ is the
γ-ray energy in MeV.
The absolute photo-peak efficiency is measured
with a 60 Co source with an activity certified to
±1%. Summing corrections are also applied to the
60
Co data. The relative efficiency curve is scaled
to the absolute efficiency measurements using the
60
Co source. Figure 15(a) shows the GRIFFIN absolute photo-peak efficiency curve for HPGe detectors at 11 cm around the PACES and fast β scintillator chambers for the γ-ray energy range from
0.05 to 3.5 MeV. The efficiency at 1 MeV in this
configuration is measured to be 10.06(11)%.
The same process is followed for determining the
photo-peak efficiency with any of the various addback algorithms. The results for clover-addback
with the same experimental setup are shown in Figure 15(b) where the efficiency at 1 MeV is measured
to be 14.20(16)%.
The addition of the Delrin absorbers around the
vacuum chamber for stopping high-energy β particles from reaching the HPGe crystals has the effect
of reducing the γ-ray efficiency, especially at low
energies. Figure 16 shows the difference in GRIFFIN photo-peak efficiency when the 20 mm Delrin
absorbers are added around the vacuum chamber.
4.1.5. γ − γ Angular Correlations
The assignment of spins and parities to excited
nuclear states is important in studies of nuclear
structure. In a γ − γ cascade emitted from a series
of excited nuclear states, an anisotropy is generally
observed in the spatial distribution of the second γ
ray with respect to the first γ ray. The anisotropy
depends on the sequence of spin values for the nuclear states involved, the multipolarities, and the
mixing ratios of the emitted γ rays. These γ − γ
angular correlations can be used for the assignment
of spins and parities to the nuclear states, and thus
provide a powerful means to explore the structure
of nuclei. In general, γ −γ angular correlations take
the form:

W (θ) =

kX
max

ak Pk (cos Θ)

(4)

k=0,even
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Figure 15: The absolute photo-peak efficiency a): from 60 individual crystals, and b): Clover-addback mode for 15 clovers in
the GRIFFIN spectrometer. The HPGe detectors were at a source-to-detector distance of 11 cm with no Delrin absorber in
combination with the PACES and fast β scintillator ancillary detectors. The data have been corrected for summing effects.
The dashed line represents the fit to the individual crystal efficiencies for comparison purposes. Color online: (Red) 133 Ba,
(Blue)152 Eu, (Green) 60 Co, (Black)56 Co.
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Table 8: Angular differences between HPGe crystal pairs
in the GRIFFIN geometry with the HPGe detectors at a
source-to-detector distance of 11 cm. Two independent sets
of crystal pairs at 86.2 ◦ and 93.8 ◦ have different geometries,
but angular differences that are the same to four decimal
places.
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Figure 16: The low-energy singles photo-peak efficiency for
the GRIFFIN array including the SCEPTAR vacuum chamber. a): 16 clovers with 20 mm Delrin absorber, compared
to b): 16 clovers with 0 mm of Delrin around the SCEPTAR vacuum chamber. The data have been corrected for
summing effects. The 20 mm Delrin efficiency is shown as
a dashed line for comparison. Color online: (Red) 133 Ba,
(Blue)152 Eu, (Green) 60 Co, (Black)56 Co.
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128
64
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Angle ◦
91.5
93.8
93.8
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101.3
103.6
106.9
109.1
110.1
112.5
113.4
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116.9
117.3
119.8
126.2
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146.3
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Num. of
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combinations of nuclear spins in the cascade, and
for different values of multipole mixing ratios.
As mentioned, Reference [38] provides a full description of the analysis methods established for detailed γ − γ angular correlation measurements with
the GRIFFIN spectrometer. The analogous γ-e−
angular correlations involving transitions which decay by internal conversion electron emission are discussed in Section 4.3.2. With the high efficiency of
the array, it is possible to obtain γ − γ angular correlation measurements for nuclei that have low production yields, allowing for detailed information to
be obtained for nuclei across the nuclear chart and
far from the line of β stability.
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CE
ence in the scattering of polarized, Wpol
(Θ, ϑ, ξ),
CE
and unpolarized, Wunpol (Θ, ϑ), γ rays, where the
superscript CE means “Compton Effect”. The
asymmetry is expressed as,

ACE
pol (Θ, ϑ, ξ) = 1 −

CE
Wpol
(Θ, ϑ, ξ)
CE (Θ, ϑ)
Wunpol

(5)

where the angles in the GRIFFIN system are
defined in the following ways;
Θ is the angle between the two coincident γ rays in
the cascade (the vectors of these γ rays also define
the coincidence plane),
ϑ is the angle by which the γ ray scatters with
respect to its initial direction (this defines the
scattering plane), and
ξ is the azimuthal scattering angle between the
scattering and coincidence planes.

Figure 17: The γ − γ angular correlation of the 1333.11039.2 keV, Jiπ → Jxπ → Jfπ = 0+ → 2+ → 0+ , pure E2
cascade in 66 Zn. The dashed red line shows the theoretical angular correlation for this cascade without solid angle
corrections. The reduced χ2 between a full GEANT4 simulation (magenta solid line) and the experimental data (black
points) is 1.01 indicating that the simulation correctly accounts for the attenuation effects from the finite size of the
detectors.

In highly segmented HPGe and γ-ray tracking
detectors, granularity in the azimuthal scattering
angle is achieved through accurate knowledge of the
interaction positions within the detectors by pulseshape analysis. In arrays of composite detectors,
such as GRIFFIN, one can take advantage of the
large number of pairs of crystals at different angles
in the array. Compton scattered events are considered only between two crystals within the same
clover, but the azimuthal scattering angle of these
events is determined by the orientation of those two
crystals with respect to the coincident γ ray detected elsewhere in the array. This application provides 49 unique azimuthal scattering angles, analogous to the number of unique angles available for
γ − γ angular correlations discussed in Section 4.1.5
but excluding coincidences involving crystals in the
same clover. The polarized γ rays are obtained from
the normal coincident events involving 3 crystals
(with 2 crystals in the same clover and the coincident γ ray in a different clover). The unpolarized
γ rays come from a similar event-mixing approach
used in the γ-γ angular correlation analysis [38].
The method is practically applied in data analysis by redefining the asymmetry as,

4.1.6. Compton Polarimetry
γ − γ angular correlations can be used to identify the multipolarity of transitions and the spins
of states involved in cascades. In some cases, this
can leave ambiguity in the assignment of parity to
the states involved, unless other arguments can be
invoked. The linear polarization of the γ rays in the
cascade is an observable that can identify the electric or magnetic nature of the radiation and therefore be used to unambiguously assign the parities
of the states [39]. The high coincidence efficiency
and high granularity of the GRIFFIN spectrometer
makes Compton polarimetry a useful tool in the
detailed study of atomic nuclei. Here we present
a demonstration of this technique in GRIFFIN by
adapting the recently developed quasi-continuous
method of Compton polarimetry [40] to an array
of clover detectors. This approach increases the
sensitivity of the spectrometer as a Compton polarimeter by a factor of two over classical analysis
methods employed with arrays of HPGe clover detectors [41, 42].
The quasi-continuous method of Compton polarimetry was recently developed by Alikhani et al.
[40] for use with highly segmented HPGe detectors
and γ-ray tracking arrays such as AGATA [43] and
GRETINA [44]. The polarization is determined
from a measurement of the angle-dependent differ-

A(ξ) =

1
Q(Eγ )Pγ (Θ) cos(2ξ)
2

(6)

where the Quality factor Q(Eγ ) is the polarization
sensitivity of the detector setup under the present
experimental conditions for the γ-ray energy under
investigation, and Pγ is the degree of linear polarization of the γ radiation incident on the detector.
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In order to optimize the sensitivity to the Compton effect, the further restriction of considering only
coincidence events between clovers separated by
90 ◦ is imposed. This geometry corresponds to crystal coincidence angles between 68 and 113 ◦ in order
to select only those events where the angle between
the coincidence plane and the electric field plane lies
close to 90 ◦ , where the analyzing power is maximal.
The technique is calibrated with a measurement
using a 60 Co source for which the polarization value
is well known (P (90◦ ) = 16 = 0.167 for the 1332 keV
E2 γ ray). The data are shown in Figure 18 with
(b) and without (a) grouping. The red line is the
theoretical asymmetry scaled to fit the data. The
difference in the observed and expected asymmetry
for this well known case determines the value of the
quality factor, (Q(Eγ )).
A quality factor of 0.240(12) is measured at
1332 keV for 16 clover detectors in the GRIFFIN
spectrometer. This factor does not change if the
number of clovers used for the measurement is reduced. However, reducing the number of clovers
will reduce the level of statistics and the ultimate
precision of measurements.
Figure 18b) shows the same data as in (a) but
the data have been grouped into eight angular bins.
The x error bar represents the range of angles included in the bin. In this binning procedure, several
angular combinations have been excluded because
they represent a low number or individual crystal
pairs lying at angles that are well separated from
any others. The statistical uncertainty of these
points is significantly larger than in the bins constructed of many angular pairs.
The Q(Eγ ) factor at the energy under investigation is scaled from 1332 keV following the procedure
described in Ref. [40]. The behavior of the energydependent scaling can be seen in Figure 19. Measurements of the quality factor at other energies using transitions with a well known polarization value
(Eγ , Q(Eγ ), N ucleus; 570 keV, 0.390(24), 207 Pb;
1173 keV, 0.258(12), 60 Ni; 1771 keV, 0.201(45),
56
Fe) match well with the line scaled from 1332 keV.
In Figure 20, this Compton polarimetry method
has been applied to γ rays observed from a 207 Bi
source. The (a) panel shows the Compton scatter of the 1064 keV M 4(+E5) γ ray in coincidence
with the 570 keV γ ray. The (b) panel shows the
Compton scatter of the 570 keV E2 γ ray in coincidence with the 1064 keV γ ray. Here the data have
been folded about 90◦ in comparison to Figure 18.
The red lines represent the theoretical distributions
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Figure 18: Asymmetry of the 1332 keV γ ray from 60 Co as a
function of azimuthal scattering angle used to determine the
quality factor (Q(Eγ )) for Compton polarimetry. (a) shows
the data without grouping whereas (b) shows the selective
grouping described in the text. The red line is the theoretical
asymmetry scaled to fit the data.
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Figure 19: The γ-ray energy dependence of the quality factor (Q(Eγ )) of the GRIFFIN spectrometer for Compton
polarimetry, scaled from the measurement of 0.240(12) at
1332 keV (red diamond marker). The width of the green
band represents the uncertainty in the scaled value. The
other measurements (black square markers) agree well with
the scaled value. See text for details.
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calculated from the spins, parities and multipolaries involved in the cascade and the Q(Eγ ) factor
scaled from 1332 keV. The agreement between the
experimental data from the 207 Bi source and the
expected distributions is excellent.
In the case of a transition with an admixture
of multipolarities, a goodness-of-fit analysis can be
performed on the experimental data in order to
make a measurement of the mixing ratio. This
technique is complementary to the use of γ − γ angular correlations described in Section 4.1.5. The
combination of these two methods can offer an additional experimental handle on the assignment of
spins, parities and multipole mixing ratios. The
high efficiency, large number of crystal pairs and
angles of the GRIFFIN array enable this powerful
approach for detailed spectroscopic studies of nuclei
away from the line of β stability.
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Figure 20: The Compton polarimetry asymmetry of the γ
rays emitted from 207 Pb as a function of azimuthal scattering
angle. The red lines represent the theoretical distributions
scaled by Q(Eγ ). (a): The 1064 keV M 4(+E5) transition.
(b): The 570 keV E2 transition.

4.2. SCEPTAR
The plastic scintillators of SCEPTAR subtend
roughly 80% of 4πsr and are used to tag β particles emitted in the decay of a parent nucleus. The
absolute efficiency is 80% when determined from
the ratio of counts in a γ-ray singles peak and the
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counts in a γ-ray spectrum generated in coincidence
with an event in SCEPTAR. This temporal coincidence requirement provides a reduction of the γ-ray
random room background observed in the spectra
by many orders of magnitude as can be seen in the
example shown in Figure 21 for the β decay of 132 In
into 132 Sn. This strong suppression of room background is particularly important in studies of exotic
nuclei very far from the line of β stability, which are
generally delivered with very low beam intensities
(≤ 1 ion/s).

4.3.1. Absolute Efficiency
The absolute efficiency of PACES has been determined using a 25 kBq 207 Bi source placed at the
implantation location of the beam under high vacuum conditions. The source activity is electroplated in a ∼5 mm diameter spot at the center of
a 25 mm metallic disc without any protective layer
in order to avoid energy straggling of the emitted
electrons. K and L shell ICEs with energies 481.7
and 553.8 keV (5/2− → 1/2− transition in 207 Pb)
and 975.6 and 1047.8 keV (13/2+ → 5/2− ), respectively, were used during the calibration, shown in
Figure 23 (black points). Results are compared to
a GEANT4 simulation (blue) which has been normalized to the experimental data points. The simulation assumes a 0.04 mm dead layer at the front
surface of each Si(Li) detector.

4.3. PACES
High-resolution electron spectroscopy is a powerful technique for the detailed study of atomic nuclei.
Further sensitivity can be achieved by the combination of γ-ray and electron detectors for coincidence
spectroscopy. The process of internal conversion is
an alternative mode to γ-ray emission in the decay
of excited states and can provide key information
not always available from γ-ray observation alone.
The internal conversion coefficient (ICC), equal to
the intensity of internal conversion electron emission divided by the intensity of γ-ray emission, is
sensitive to the multipolarity of the transition, or
admixture of multipolarities. In the case of electric
monopole (E0) transitions between 0+ states, single γ-ray emission is forbidden meaning that electron (internal conversion or internal pair formation)
spectroscopy must be utilized in the study of E0
transition strengths [45].
Figure 22 (a) shows an energy spectrum from singles events observed in PACES during delivery of
a beam containing 198 Tl and 198m Tl to GRIFFIN.
The spectrum shown in Figure 22 (b) is in coincidence with a 282 keV (3− → 7+ transition in 198 Tl)
γ ray detected in the HPGe which highlights the
decay of the Ex =543 keV, 7+ isomeric state. Peaks
associated with conversion in each of the atomic
subshells up to M can be resolved, offering the opportunity to examine sub-shell ratios for the determination of transition multipolarity.
As the PACES detectors are located inside the
vacuum chamber, the peak-to-total ratio of the
spectrum can sometimes suffer because the detectors are sensitive to not just internal conversion
electrons (ICE), but also γ rays, X rays and β electrons. The severity of the impact on the spectral
quality depends strongly on the nature of the radioactivity present in the chamber.

The GEANT4 simulation was useful to understand the features of the PACES efficiency curve.
The dead-layer thickness affects the detection efficiency for electrons up to a few hundred keV and
the location of the sharp decline in efficiency at
low energies is strongly dependent on this property of the detectors. As the electron energy increases above 300 keV, there is an approximately
linear decrease in efficiency that is associated with
an increase in probability for scattering out of the
active volume at the sides of the detector, and the
production of bremsstrahlung photons which also
escape the crystal. Beyond 2 MeV, electrons entering the detector have sufficient energy to punchthrough the 5 mm thickness at the rear of the detector. This punch-through effect, combined with
an ever increasing probability of electrons scattering out of the sides and bremsstrahlung photons escaping the active volume, leads to an even steeper
decline in efficiency at higher electron energies.
The full-energy peak areas measured in PACES
also require coincidence summing corrections. Unfortunately, the empirical method used for the
HPGe detectors, and described in Section 4.1.3,
cannot be utilized because the PACES detector
pairs only involve relative angular differences up to
a maximum of ≈112 ◦ . In general, these summing
corrections are not straightforward for PACES,
where several types of particles (photons, ICEs, and
β ± particles) can potentially lead to an apparent
loss (or gain) in full-energy peak efficiency. Summing corrections can still be performed analytically
by combining spectroscopic information (e.g., the
decay scheme and branching ratios) with knowl25
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Figure 21: γ-ray energy spectrum of 132 Sn following the β decay of
detection of a β particle in SCEPTAR.
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for the efficiency at an energy of interest to be interpolated rather than extrapolated. In this way the
uncertainty in the efficiency calibration depends on
the statistics obtained in the transitions used for
the calibration, but are typically better than 5 % of
the efficiency value.

edge of the full-energy peak and total detection
efficiencies from simulation, the latter accounting
for summing with Compton-scattered photons. The
complexity of summing corrections scales with the
complexity of the decay scheme being studied. In
practice, it is usual in electron spectroscopy to develop a self-consistent efficiency calibration using
transitions with well known internal conversion coefficients (such as pure E2 transitions) observed in
the same dataset. In this way, an average value
of the summing corrections is captured within the
efficiency calibration.
In the case presented in Figure 23 for the EC
decay of 207 Bi, the summing corrections are minimal. This decay produces relatively few discrete
radiation emissions and no β particles, being dominated by the 13/2+ → 5/2− → 1/2− cascade in
207
Pb. Summing-out corrections applied to the corresponding 1063.7 and 569.7 keV γ rays observed in
the HPGe detectors account for <1% of the fullenergy peak areas.
The self-consistent efficiency approach from inbeam data is always followed in the analysis of
PACES data in GRIFFIN experiments and the
GEANT4 simulation or source calibrations are used
only as an approximate guide. This usually allows

4.3.2. Gamma-Electron Angular Correlations
In the case of two transitions emitted sequentially between initial, intermediate and final nuclear
states (Ji ,Jx ,Jf ) where one or both of the transitions is emitted as an internal conversion electron,
the (γ-e− ) angular correlation has the form:

WΘ =

2L
X

bk Ak Pk cos Θ,

(7)

k=even

where Ak the correlation coefficient, L is the transition angular momentum, and the Legendre polynomial, Pk cos Θ, are modified by the particle parameter, bk . The expanded form of bk Ak corresponding
to each transition is provided by Becker and Steffen
for both γ rays and ICEs [46]. In the case of transitions with mixed multipolarity, the ICE mixing
ratio, δICE , must also be taken into account and
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Figure 22: PACES electron energy spectrum obtained during delivery of a 198 Tl and 198m Tl beam to GRIFFIN observed in
(a) singles and (b) coincidence with a 282 keV (3− → 7+ transition in 198 Tl) γ ray detected in the HPGe. Conversion electrons
emitted following internal transitions in 198 Tl (marked with an asterisk) and 198 Hg are labeled showing the electron energy in
keV, multipolarity and atomic electron sub-shell.
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Figure 23: Absolute full-energy electron detection efficiency
of PACES in the region from 0.02 to 3.5 MeV. The efficiency
was simulated in GEANT4 (blue line and points). Simulated
data are scaled to the experimentally measured efficiency
(black points) obtained with a 207 Bi source. See text for
details.

Figure 24: Gamma-electron angular correlation observed using GRIFFIN and PACES between the 261 keV 7+ → 3−
(M 4 K e− ) and 283 keV 3− → 2− (M 1 γ ray) transitions
in 198 Tl. Experimental data (black points) are compared to
the expected theoretical angular correlation (blue line) which
does not include any attenuation effects due to the finite size
and geometry of the detectors. The red dashed line is the
best fit to the data. See text for details.

is usually calculated [47]. Tabulations and procedures for determining the particle parameter bk are
available in Ref. [48].
Gamma-electron (γ-e− ) coincidence matrices
form the basis for the angular correlation measurements. Individual matrices can be produced for
each unique combination of detectors, as demonstrated for γ-γ angular correlations. In the fully
populated GRIFFIN spectrometer composed of
5 PACES detectors and 15 HPGe clovers (one
HPGe clover must be removed to accommodate the
PACES dewar), 300 individual detector combinations are available. This setup provides coincidence
angles between 4.7 and 175.3 ◦ for a source-to-HPGe
distance of 110 mm. Due to the relative placement
of the HPGe and PACES detectors, the number of
detector combinations peaks at angular differences
of around 90 ◦ , with fewer detector combinations
available at the extreme angles. In the analysis,
similar detection angles are combined or grouped.
The experimental γ-e− angular correlation is expressed as
WΘexp

Pn EM
C
N
NΘ
= EM × Pi n ΘiC ,
NΘ
i NΘi

the number of event-mixed (uncorrelated) coincidences. The latter is crucial to the normalization
of the angular correlation and accounts for the variation in relative efficiency between different HPGePACES detector combinations. This accounting includes different detection efficiencies as well as differences in the attenuation of γ rays by PACES itself (especially important for those HPGe crystals
which are shadowed by the PACES crystals). The
EM
event-mixed coincidences, NΘ
, are derived from
coincident data constructed from uncorrelated decay events with timestamp differences between 2 µs
C
EM
and 200 µs. Both NΘ
and NΘ
are found from
the number of counts in the γ-ray or e− full-energy
peak with appropriate background subtraction.
The measured γ-e− angular correlation of the
283 keV M 1 γ ray and 175 keV M 4 K electron of
the cascade depopulating the T1/2 =1.9 h, J π = 7+
isomer in 198 Tl [49] is shown in Figure 24 with the
associated energy spectra shown in Figure 22. The
total number of coincidences observed in the fullenergy peak for this example was 2.1×105 . Similar
angular difference combinations within ±5 ◦ have
been grouped together so that each bin has a similar number of detector pairs. The measured asymmetry is in good qualitative agreement with that
expected for the M 4 − M 1 cascade calculated using

(8)

C
where NΘ
is the number of γ − e− coincidences
observed in true (time-correlated) coincidence for
HPGe-PACES detectors at an angular difference
EM
of Θ (for n different angular bins) and NΘ
is
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Equation 7 with the mixing ratios for both transitions set to zero. This scenario corresponds to b2 A2
= -0.165 (b4 A4 = 0). The best fit to the data is
obtained with a reduced χ2 value of 1.94 for b2 A2
= -0.141(8) and b4 A4 fixed at zero. Thus an attenuation of the expected asymmetry of ≈85% is
observed. A GEANT4 simulation of this 15 unsuppressed HPGe clovers and 5 PACES detector
arrangement is under development in order to fully
characterize the attenuation effects due to finite detector size for γ-e− angular correlations as has been
done for γ-γ angular correlations [38].
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4.4. LaBr3 (Ce) and Fast β Scintillator
Transition probabilities between nuclear states
are powerful probes for studying the structure of
atomic nuclei. With the 8 LaBr3 (Ce) ancillary detectors and the fast plastic scintillator located at
zero degrees for β-particle tagging, GRIFFIN is
able to simultaneously apply both the general advanced time delayed βγγ(t) (ATD) method [50–52]
and the more general Generalized Centroid Difference Method (GCDM) [53] to β-decay studies with
radioactive-ion beams. The specific applications of
these methods and performance in the GRIFFIN
system are discussed in the remainder of this Section.
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Figure 25: Example of the convolution fit method for 152 Eu
source data collected with the LaBr3 (Ce) in the GRIFFIN
152 Sm. See
array to measure the lifetime of the 2+
1 state in
text for details.

shows the time-to-amplitude Converter (TAC)
spectrum (time difference) of events detected in
the LaBr3 (Ce) array with gates on the 1408.0 keV
(START) and 121.8 keV (STOP) energy peaks. The
entire time range has been fitted with Equation 9.
The result quoted here of T1/2 =1428(20) ps compares well to the literature value of 1403(11) ps [54].

4.4.1. Fast-Timing Using the Convolution Fit
Method
When the lifetime to be measured is long compared to the timing resolution of the system, extracting the half-life can be done with the convolution method. In this case, the time distribution
between two events (either βγ or γγ) is no longer
a symmetric Gaussian, but the decaying side of the
distribution will present an exponential decay with
a slope equal to the decay constant, λ, of the level.
This distribution can be fitted with the convolution
of a Gaussian and the exponential decay component:
Z +∞
2
F (tj ) = γ
e−δ(tj −t) e−λt dt
(9)

4.4.2. Fast-Timing Using the Centroid Difference
Method
When the lifetime to be measured is short (below
the timing resolution of the system), no slope will
be visible in the TAC spectra. However, the centroid of the resulting Gaussian distribution will be
shifted from the distribution created by a prompt
transition (a transition decaying from a level with
τ < 1 ps) by its mean lifetime, τ . Since a reference
prompt transition is not always available, the lifetime information can be extracted using the mirror
centroid difference method [55]. As the STOP signal in the TACs is delayed by ∼ 25 ns (in practice
this means that the TAC range will be from -25 ns
to +25 ns, instead of the usual 0-50 ns), by reversing
the gates to the START (feeding transition) - STOP
(decaying transition) to START (decaying transition) - STOP (feeding transition), a “negative” lifetime can be measured. In this way, a measurement
of the centroid shift between the decaying-feeding

A

where γ is the normalization factor, δ is a parameter
related to the width of the Gaussian prompt distribution and A is the centroid of the Gaussian which
is related to the position of a prompt transition of
the same energy.
Figure 25 illustrates the convolution fit method
152
for the 2+
Sm populated in the electron1 state in
capture decay of a 152 Eu calibration source. It
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and feeding-decaying will result in:
∆C = 145(4) ps
PRD = 18(7) ps

(10)

Counts/10 ps

Cfeed − Cdecay = ∆C = τ − (−τ ) = 2τ

where Cfeed is the centroid of the timing distribution in which START is the decaying transition and
STOP the feeding transition, and Cdecay is the reverse. The centroid difference method measures
twice the mean lifetime of the level and suppresses
systematic errors.
A common issue encountered when using the centroid shift method is that the feeding and decaying
transitions do not have the same energy, and, despite the use of a CFD module in the signal processing, there is a significant time-walk (a dependence of the timing response with the photon energy). The time-walk can be carefully calibrated
for each detector by using transitions with precisely
known lifetimes. When adding together all the
time-walks from the different crystals of an array
a “mean prompt response difference” (PRD) can
be constructed. An additional term must be introduced to Equation 10 to account for this effect, of
the form PRD(∆Eγ ) = PRD(Efeed )−PRD(Edecay ),
where PRD is the centroid of the time response of
a prompt transition at a given energy:
∆C = PRD(∆Eγ ) + 2τ.

STOP
2+ → 0+
4+ → 2+

τexp = 64(4) ps
τlit = 66.8(22) ps

10

1
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Time (ps)
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Figure 26: Mean lifetime of the 2+
1 state in
using the centroid difference method. See text for details.

Figure 26 illustrates the centroid difference
method for the 2+
state in 200 Hg (τlit =
1
66.8(22) ps [57]). The delayed spectrum (black)
+
uses the 4+
1 → 21 transition as START and the
+
+
21 → 01 transition as STOP. The anti-delayed
+
spectrum (red) uses the 2+
1 → 01 transition as
+
+
START and the 41 → 21 transition as STOP. In
+
both cases, the 3+
3 → 41 transition was selected in
the HPGe detectors to reduce background contributions to the spectrum. The centroid shift between
the delayed and anti-delayed distributions was corrected by the PRD. Due to the very low level of
Compton background, no further corrections were
needed. The result τexp = 64(4) ps is in excellent
agreement with the literature value [57], demonstrating the ability of the setup to measure lifetimes
down to ∼ 10 ps given sufficient statistics.

(11)

Thus the ability of the method to measure lifetimes is primarily limited by the ability to establish the centroid of a timing distribution and the
time-walk of the experimental setup. Making use
of standard calibration sources, the time-walk of
a LaBr3 (Ce) array can be determined down to 25 ps precision in the 0.1-1.4 MeV range (see Reference [56] and Section 4.4.3). The statistical error
when determining the centroid of a Gaussian distribution is given by:
FWHM
σ
√
δC = √ '
n
2.355 · n

102

START
4+ → 2+
2+ → 0+

4.4.3. Timing Performance
As detailed in Section 4.4.2, the ability to measure lifetimes with a LaBr3 (Ce) array is given by the
timing resolution of the crystals and the time-walk
of the system. While it is paramount to optimize
these two features, there is a strong co-dependence
between them and as such only one is optimized at
the cost of the other one. When using small setups with only 1 or 2 inorganic scintillators and a
fast plastic scintillator, for example, there is a small
number of combinations and each one can be analyzed independently. In such a case, the timing resolution can be prioritized at the cost of having very
different time-walk in each detector combination.
In larger arrays, such as GRIFFIN, the number of
combinations grows geometrically with the number
of crystals, thus making it inefficient to analyze every combination independently. Instead, the time-

(12)

where FWHM is the full-width at half maximum
timing resolution of the system and n is the number
of detected coincidences. With the typical timing
resolution of the GRIFFIN LaBr3 (Ce)-LaBr3 (Ce)
crystals coincidence of ∼ 300 ps, the collection of
10,000 coincidence counts can reduce the uncertainty in determining the centroid to about ∼ 1 ps
and the final uncertainty of the measured lifetime
will be dominated by the precision of the time-walk
correction.
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Figure 27:
Timing resolution of the full 8-detector
LaBr3 (Ce) array in GRIFFIN measured with a 60 Co source.
Figure 28: Absolute photo-peak efficiency of the 8-detector
LaBr3 (Ce) array in GRIFFIN, with PACES and the ZDS
around the implantation point and no Delrin absorbers. The
data were taken with 60 Co (squares), 133 Ba (triangles) and
152 Eu (circles) calibration sources.

walk optimization is prioritized, making it as flat as
possible and similar for every crystal. When this is
achieved, all the detector combinations behave in a
similar manner and can be added together. While
the final result has slightly worse resolution than
the individual ones, the increase in statistics more
than compensates for the loss.
The main parameters varied when optimizing the
time-walk were the high voltage (HV) bias of the
PMT and the pole-zero correction (Z) and external
delay of the CFD. The HV bias of each detector
was adjusted so that the signal amplitude for the
662 keV photopeak of a 137 Cs source matched that
of a reference detector operated at -1400 V. The resulting HV for the other detectors ranged from 1350 to -1500 V. The pole-zero corrections were optimized individually for each crystal using an oscilloscope and found to be in the -0.3 to -0.4 mV
range. An external delay of 20 ns was chosen for
use with all CFDs.
With this set of optimized settings, the whole
system (every LaBr3 (Ce)-LaBr3 (Ce) combination
added together) had a timing resolution of ≈ 330 ps
as shown in Figure 27. It should be noted that
the timing resolution of individual combinations
ranged from 280 to 400 ps. It is speculated that the
variation from crystal to crystal could arise from
each one originating from a different manufacturing batch and each one being of a different age since
manufacture.
The full-energy-peak time-walk of the LaBr3 (Ce)
array was studied using a standard 152 Eu calibration source. Due to the precisely known lifetimes,
the time walk was measured to be ±60 ps for photons with energy in the 244 to 1299 keV range. This
value is similar to those reported by other hybrid

HPGe-LaBr3 (Ce) arrays [56, 58–60].
4.4.4. Absolute Efficiency
The absolute photo-peak efficiency of the 8detector LaBr3 (Ce) array in combination with
the PACES and ZDS detectors in the chamber
(the usual configuration used in fast-timing experiments), was measured using standard 60 Co, 133 Ba
and 152 Eu calibration sources. The 15 HPGe detectors were at the standard 11 cm and the LaBr3 (Ce)
at 12.5 cm distance from the source. The sources
were placed in the usual source holder, positioning
the activity at the beam-implantation point at the
central focus of the detector arrays. No Delrin absorbers were present for these measurements.
The activity of each source was known with good
precision (∼ 1%) and the efficiency using each
source was measured independently (no renormalization was applied). The combined data of all
three sources is shown in Figure 28. The values have
been corrected for the summing effects described in
Section 4.1.3. The data were fitted using Equation 3, but only up to the quadratic term. The
eight LaBr3 (Ce) crystals have an absolute photopeak efficiency of 1.8(1)% at 1 MeV and the array
has a maximum efficiency of 4.3(1)% at ∼ 130 keV.
5. Potential Future Developments
The current location of GRIFFIN at ISAC-I allows for some flexibility in the LEBT beamlines [24]
that can be used to deliver radioactive beams to
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the spectrometer. In its current configuration, the
beam to GRIFFIN is delivered directly from the
ISOL target with no intervening experimental setup
to modify the beam besides electrostatic ion optical
components. With the addition of a bender and a
short section of high-vacuum beamline, the ISAC
polarizer beamline [61], which is a LEBT beamline
parallel to the current RIB delivery to GRIFFIN,
avails the possibility of transporting nuclear-spin
polarized beam or beam that is isotope and/or isomer purified using resonant ionization. This section
briefly outlines the developments in beam delivery
and the associated experiments that will be made
possible. It also describes the future upgrade of the
SCEPTAR detector array that would be needed for
the polarized beam experiments.

for β tagging due to the need for determining the β
asymmetry. The upgrade of SCEPTAR is described
in Section 5.3.
5.2. Resonant Ionization
The ability to transport radioactive beam from
the polarizer beamline to the GRIFFIN setup would
also open up the possibility of conducting highly selective decay-spectroscopy experiments using laserassisted decay spectroscopy [63, 64]. This powerful technique combined with the detection sensitivity provided by the GRIFFIN spectrometer and
its ancillary detector suites would enable experiments where clean decay pathways and branching
ratios would be determined from specific ground or
isomeric states in the parent nucleus. The polarizer beamline is currently used for collinear laser
spectroscopy experiments with optical detection to
study nuclear moments and nuclear charge radii
from the collected hyperfine structure spectra. The
collinear setup would be augmented by a second
high-power laser, which will be used to ionize the
resonantly excited atoms. To efficiently achieve
resonant ionization, localised to the region where
the resonantly excited atoms will interact with the
high-power ionizing laser, the vacuum in the polarizer beamline will be enhanced to reduce the background dominating collisional ionisation with the
residual gas in the beamline. The beamline extending from the polarizer beamline to the GRIFFIN
setup would not require any vacuum enhancement
from additional pumping since it will already be
transporting ions.

5.1. Polarized Beam
The polarizer beamline [61] has the capability of
optically pumping the ground state of an ionic or
atomic species to preferentially populate magnetic
substates in the electronic and nuclear levels coupled through the hyperfine interaction. This process leads to a nuclear-spin polarized beam which
then needs to be transported to the point of implantation (for example the GRIFFIN tape system)
while maintaining the polarization. To achieve this,
the beamline transporting the polarized ions will
be surrounded by magnetic coils that will supply a
weak guide field (1 mT).
Decay spectroscopy using nuclear-spin polarized
beams would enable the assignment of spins and
parities of daughter levels by utilizing the asymmetric β decay of the polarized parent nucleus. This
method is complimentary to assignments using γ−γ
angular correlations (outlined in Section 4.1.5 and
Reference [38]) and will usually provide access to
additional states. This capability can be advantageous in certain situations where the high statistics
may not be available, or the level is not involved in
a suitable γ − γ cascade. The method is outlined
in Reference [62] in the study of 31 Na→31 Mg decay
using a different experimental setup at TRIUMF.
Performing such experiments with the GRIFFIN
spectrometer will provide a more effective and dedicated decay-spectroscopy setup with significantly
enhanced γ-detection efficiency. Spin and parity assignments to excited states in nuclei are an essential
piece of experimental information for detailed tests
of theoretical models.
One modification that will be needed for such experiments is an upgrade of the SCEPTAR detector

5.3. β detectors
An upgrade to the SCEPTAR detector is foreseen in order to optimize the geometry to match
that of the GRIFFIN spectrometer. A new design
will follow the pattern laid out by the faces of the
individual GRIFFIN HPGe crystals resulting in the
same rhombicuboctahedral geometry as the superstructure that holds the GRIFFIN detectors. Each
crystal face will have a scintillator in front of it,
following the design of the original SCEPTAR detector that mapped the faces of the 8π detectors,
to provide a veto for the bremsstrahlung photons
that would otherwise contribute to the γ-ray background. In addition, eight triangular scintillators
would occupy the space in front of each ancillary detector position. The technology to be employed for
the new design will likely take advantage of compact
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silicon-photomultiplier (SiPM) arrays attached directly to thin plastic scintillators in place of the current photomultiplier tubes connected through complex light guides.
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Gamma-Ray Infrastructure For Fundamental Investigations of Nuclei, GRIFFIN, is a new highefficiency γ-ray spectrometer designed for use in
decay spectroscopy experiments with stopped lowenergy radioactive ion beams provided by TRIUMF’s Isotope Separator and Accelerator (ISACI) radioactive ion beam facility. GRIFFIN is composed of sixteen Compton-suppressed large-volume
HPGe clover detectors [12] combined with a suite
of ancillary detection systems coupled to a custom
digital data acquisition system [23]. The infrastructure and detectors of the spectrometer have been
described in detail. The performance characteristics and the general analysis techniques applied
to the experimental data are discussed with examples. The performance of the Compton and background suppression shields will be described in a
subsequent publication.
The system is now fully commissioned and in
operation at TRIUMF-ISAC-I. Examples of early
measurements performed with the device are halflife measurements of astrophysical interest in the
neutron-rich Cd isotopes [65], spectroscopy of 50 Sc
related to the rare magnetic octupole transition
[66], and in support of a precision half-life measurement of the 22 Mg Fermi superallowed β emitter [67].
The GRIFFIN facility will support a broad spectrum of research in the areas of nuclear structure,
nuclear astrophysics and fundamental symmetries.
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